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This investigation is devoted to This investigation is devoted to 
those people those people 

who were or will be who were or will be 
killed, buried, injured or sufferedkilled, buried, injured or suffered

by earthquakes.by earthquakes.y qy q

The Nature of Earthquakes

An earthquake q
suddenly 
releases

a large to extremely large amount of energy 
in the Earth's crust and near ground surface 
within a few seconds to a few tens secondswithin a few seconds to a few tens seconds.
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The devastating 
Wenchuan 
Earthquake M8.0 
occurred at North
Longmen Shan

The energy, 
estimated by current theories, 

is 
6.3×1016 to 8.8×1017 Joule 

or 15 to 210 million tons TNT, 

At At 2:28 2:28 pm on pm on 
May 12, 2008May 12, 2008

Longmen Shan,
Sichuan, China. released within 110 seconds. 

Longmen Shan  =
Dragon’s Gate Mountains

Sichuan 
Basin

Cheng Du
50 km

What is the earthquake energy ? 

One may ask
the following four basic questions! 

How is the energy developed and stored in the 
Earth’s crust ? 

What is the time process of the energy releasing ?

What does the released energy become ?gy
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1) The Current Dominant Theory of Earthquakes

2) My Hypothesis on Nature of Earthquakes

To address and answer the questions, 
I will use the following presentation outlines:

2) My Hypothesis on Nature of Earthquakes

3) 11 Evidences and Arguments from Wenchuan 
Earthquake

4) Evidences and Arguments from Other Earthquakes

5) What is the Natural Gas ?

6) Concluding Remarks

Part One

Th C D i Th f E h kThe Current Dominant Theory of Earthquakes
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At present, 
Experts in earthquake believe that

earthquakes are caused 
by sudden rupture of active geological faults.y p g g

The Reid’s Elastic Rebounding Theory, 1910 

R id H F 1910 Th M h i f h E h kReid, H.F., 1910. The Mechanics of the Earthquake, 
The California Earthquake of April 18, 1906, 

Report of the State Investigation Commission, vol.2, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D.C.

April 18, 1906, San Francisco Earthquake, 
California, USA, M 7.8 

North 
American

Pacific Plate 
North 

American 
Plate Pacific Plate 

American 
Plate

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Andreas_Fault

San 
Andreas 

Fault
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The Evidence of the Fence for Reid’s Theory

D

“This picture was taken near 
Bolinas in Marin County and 
shows a fence that was offset

D

D

shows a fence that was offset 
about 8.5 feet (D) along the 
trace of the fault.”

from Steinbrugge Collection of 
the UC Berkeley 

Earthquake Engineering Research Center

C)  When the earthquake occurs 
the distortion is released and 
the two parts of the fence are 
again straight; but now there 
is an offset D

The diagram illustrates the theory by Reid

D

A) A straight fence is built

B) As the Pacific Plate moves 
northwest, it gradually 
distorts the fence. 
Just before an earthquake, 
the fence has an "S" shape.   

is an offset D. 

A)  A straight fence is built 
across the San Andreas fault. 

“This diagram greatly exaggerates the 
distortion. 
Actually, the distortion is spread over 
many miles. ”

Pacific Plate North American Plate
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• “From an examination of the displacement of the ground 
surface which accompanied the 1906 earthquake, 

Henry Fielding Reid, Professor of Geology at Johns Hopkins 
University, concluded that the earthquake must have involved 

Reid's Elastic Rebound Theory, 1910

y q
an "elastic rebound" of previously stored elastic stress. 

• If a stretched rubber band is broken or cut, elastic energy stored 
in the rubber band during the stretching will suddenly be released. 

• Similarly, the crust of the earth can gradually store elastic stress
that is released suddenly during an earthquake.

• This gradual accumulation and release of stress and strain is• This gradual accumulation and release of stress and strain is 
now referred to as the "elastic rebound theory" of earthquakes. 

• The stored elastic energy is released during the rupture partly 
as heat, partly in damaging the rock and partly as elastic 
waves.” 

Reid’s Answers to the Basic Questions  
1. The earthquake energy is the elastic stress 

and strain energy stored in deformed crust 
rocks along faults. 

2. The energy was gradually developed and 
accumulated in the form of stressed rock 
deformation on both sides of a fault due to 
tectonic plate movement over many years.

3. The time process of the energy releasing is 
the sudden  brittle fracturing and elastic 
rebounding of the deformed fault rocks 
within a few to tens seconds. 

4 Th k l ti t f i t h t
D

4. The rock elastic energy transfers into heat, 
elastic waves and is used for damaging 
rocks.

Reid’s process of earthquake 
can generate heat,  

which should increases air temperature at epicenter! 
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①①

QingChuan

YinXi

BeiChuan

Sichuan Basin

F1

F2 F3

YinXiu
Using Reid’s elastic rebounding 

theory and modern plate 
tectonics, experts pointed out 

the Wenchuan Earthquake was 
caused by the faults (F2, F3) in 

north Longmen Shan.

Longmen Shan

Rock deformation 
interlocked zone

Sichuan Basin

A relatively rigid & stable 
rock block 

resisting or buttressing 
the pushing from 

the north-western rock blocks

Pushing 
by

north-
western 

rock 
blocks

Sichuan Basin

“The occurrence of Wenchuan Earthquake may be 
a result of the release of the long-time stress accumulation caused by 

the eastern extrusion of the lower-crustal channel flow.”
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《Nature》

US Geological Survey, U. California, Penn State U. 

“The mainshock of the 12 May earthquake ruptured with as much as 9 m 
of slip (D) along the boundary between the Longmen Shan and Sichuan 
basin, and demonstrated the complex strike-slip and thrust motion…”. 

I will show that
the observed natural phenomena 

of earthquakesof earthquakes 
can NOT be explained with

the fault – rock stress-strain energy 
based theoretical models 
consistently and logically

t llat all 
! ? 
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Part Two

M H h i O N f E h kMy Hypothesis On Nature of Earthquakes

My Hypothesis

An earthquake is 
an adiabatic process

associated with 
the instantaneous interactionthe instantaneous interaction

between 
the upward flying and expanding of huge natural gas

of abnormally high pressure
escaped from its traps in deep fault zone of the crest

and 
the surrounding upper and lateral rocks

dunder
the confinement of 

down-ward gravity, in-situ tectonic stresses & rock strengths.
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Ideal Gas Laws in Adiabatic Process

k =  Heat 
capacity 
ratio

As gas pressure suddenly reduces, 
the gas volume would increase

accordingly.

As gas pressure suddenly reduces, 
the gas temperature would decrease

accordingly.

1 2 3 Ground

Heavily damaged site 
due to gas expansion 

& eruption

Little damaged site due 
to seismic vibration

Slightly damaged site 
due to elastic vibration

Fault or 

Stage 2
Gas expanding& 

uplifting in 
shallow ground

Stage 3
Gas emitted & vanished  

into air 

or 
re-trapped in ground

then causing aftershocks

weak rocks
as gas flow 

paths
Stage 1

Gas fracturing and 
flowing from deep 
traps to shallow 

ground with 
earthquake sounding
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Assume 
the natural gas 

is trapped at 14 km and 
has a pressure 300 MPa

Stress MPa

• Once the gas fractures the 
trap weak rocks, it would 

Possible change of 
the gas pressure due 

t f lt k5

6

7
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D
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th
 (k
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)

quickly escape the trap and 
forcefully fly upward and 
laterally along fault weak 
zones.

• Simultaneously, the gas 
pressure would reduce, 
according to the 

fi t &

D
ep

th
km

to fault rock 
confinements
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confinements & pressures 
of the channel surrounding 
rocks.
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• During the Stage 1, the gas 

pressure is still less than the 
confining pressures of fault 
rocks.

• The gas would mainly5
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D
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th
 (k

m
)

The gas would mainly 
rupture and fly upward and 
laterally along fault weak 
zones.

• The strong interaction 
between the fast moving 
and expanding gas and the 
fault rocks would form the

D
ep

th
km

Forming the 
initial ground 
motion and 

quake soundsStage 1

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

fault rocks would form the 
initial minor ground motion 
(i.e., the initial seismic body 
waves) and earthquake 
sounds.      
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• During the Stage 2 at the 
shallow depth, the gas 
pressure becomes more 
and more greater than the 
confining pressures of the 

Forming large 
ground motion, 

uplifting, shaking, 
waving, fracturing 
& damaging etc. 

Stage 2

5
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D
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km

Forming the 
initial ground 
motion and 

quake sounds

upper rocks.

Stage 1
• So, the gas penetration & 

expansion power would 
become larger and larger.

• Due to lack of dominant 
flow paths at shallow13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

flow paths at shallow 
depth, the gas would 
forcefully penetrate, uplift, 
dislocate, gasify, liquefy, 
shake & wave the upper 
fault weak rocks & soils 
over much wider areas.
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Forming large 
ground motion, 

uplifting, shaking, 
waving, fracturing 
& damaging etc. 

• The much strong interaction 
between the fast expanding 
and penetrating gas and the 
weak rocks & soils would 
form the main ground 

Stage 2
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Forming the 
initial ground 
motion and 

quake sounds

motion and damages  at 
shallow depth.
(the seismic surface waves).     

Stage 1 Stage 3

The strong interaction at 
h ll d th ld fi i h13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

shallow depth would finish 
quickly as the gas loss its 
pressure power easily by 

emitting or erupting out of 
ground into air 

or be re-trapped in the 
ground for aftershocks.
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So, 
the few to tens seconds process of an earthquake 

is 
an adiabatic process of 

natural gas upward movement & then expansionnatural gas upward movement & then expansion 
in weak fault rocks. 

The suddenly expanded natural gas would absorb heat,
which can cool down the temperature of 

the ground and the air at the epicenter areas!

My Answers to the Basic Questions  

1. The earthquake energy is the volumetric compression energy of 
highly compressed natural gas (gas physical energy). 

2. The natural gas is gradually accumulated and pressurized in the 
deep traps with surrounding rocks of higher stresses. p p g g

3. The surrounding rocks can continuously generate and produce 
natural gas of higher pressure into the traps over many years.

4. The time process of the energy releasing in the Earth’s crust 
includes Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3.

5. The physical energy is used for penetrating, fracturing, expanding, 
uplifting,  moving, waving, deforming & damaging rocks.

6 Th k t & d f ti t i i6. The rock movement & wave deformation generates seismic waves.  
7. The gas is emitted or erupted into air for lightening, decreasing 

temperature & raining (gas chemical energy), 
or re-trapped in new ground for aftershocks.
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I will show that
the observed natural phenomena 

of earthquakes
not onlynot only 

can be explained 
consistently and logically

but also 
can be linked well together 

with this deep fault – gas energy based 
hypothesis 

! ? 

Part Three

11 E id d A11 Evidences and Arguments

The Phenomena of 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake
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Evidences 1

Very Complicated, Irregular & Short 
Planar (Co-seismic) Ruptures along Faults F2 & F3

during Main Shock 

Planar Rupture 

• A majority portion of the two faults F2 and F3 did not have 
any co-seismic ruptures shown on the ground.

• The co-seismic ruptures shown on ground surface along 
the two faults were short.

Following phenomena are found on the planar ruptures

• The maximum length of a single rupture was about 3.2 km.
• The ruptures were always shown in weak rocks (soils or 

coal beds).
• They were always in stream beds & terminated at hill 

slopes.
N t h b b d i h d t k (• No rupture has been observed in hard or strong rocks  (say, 
limestone) along the two faults.

Such fault rupture phenomena invalid the dominant theory!
But, they are consistent with the gas hypothesis since it is much easier 

for gas to rupture weak rock and escape from them! 
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F2
BeiChuan

ChengDu

HongKou
F2 F3

The total length of these ruptures 

DouJiangYan

Example 1

See next 
slide 1

g p
is 7.9 km & about 53% of 

the fault length 15 km at this site!

These ruptures
are always shown 

in stream or river beds 
&

2 km

After H.L. He et al 2008

& 
in loose or weak deposits 

(soils, coal).
See next slide 2

In addition, this site was 
totally destroyed by rainwater

Such rupturing in 
soil,  coal bed or mud 

needed 
a small amount of dynamic energy 

due to 
their low or zero tensile & shear 

strength!

Slide 1

This is the most well known 
co-seismic fault at HongKou. 
But, the fractured material 

is coal mud

totally destroyed by rainwater 
later and cannot be seen now!

is coal mud. 
(weak rock with low tensile strength)!

Shrinkage cracks shown in the 
co-seismic fault surface, 

quickly after the earthquake! July 7, 2008
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ZiPingPu 
Reservoir

YingXiu

The longest 
single rupture

coal

DouJiangYan
single rupture 
(3.12 km long)

6 m
coal

coal

Example 2 DengJiaTown
Little Damage & No Fatalities

LiuHan Primary 
School

F2

4 km

TangJiaShan BeiChuanTown 
Huge Damage & Many Fatalities
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Evidences 2

Many Isolated 
Extremely Huge Volumetric Mountain Damages

during Main Shockduring Main Shock
Each Used Huge Amount of Dynamic Energy 

250 m

2,000,000 m3

Volumetric Mountain 
Damage

Huang & Li, 2008On contrast, mountain damages are wide, huge, deep and 
in hard rocks, which needed huge energy!

Such mountain rock 
damages can be easily 

explained with the 
high pressurized gas 

hypothesis!

1500 m

2000 m

Dominant
damaged zones
slope angles 

20 to 50°

Planar Ruptured 
Zone
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Ming
Jiang 
River

Example

The red colored areas are green 
and were not damaged by the 
earthquake. 

Observations

F2

The white colored areas are 
damaged mountains.

The damaged areas are mainly 
along Ming Jiang River, upper 
to Yinxiu.YingXiu

ZiPingPu 
Reservoir

Dou
Jiang

Yan

The mountain peak areas had no 
or limited damages.

The damages along the fault F2
are also relatively limited.

Limestone tensile strength

Specially, many huge & quick 
mountain damages (landslides) 
happened in hard rocks.

Limestone tensile strength 
10 to 20 MPa TangJia Shan 

Landslide Dam

Newly bended & fractured
huge amount of hard rock  (limestone beds)

resisted the scoring of large & fast water flow
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Mountain slopes 
with little strips 

or remained 
untouched

• A huge dynamic energy was 
applied to this TangJia Shan 
l lslope alone.

• Such phenomenon cannot be 
made by seismic waves! 

TangJia Shan

Area  = 6.2 km2 

Length = 4.3 km 
Width = 3.2 km
Thickness 
= 690 m 

DaGuangBao

The largest single 
mountain damage 

site

4.3km

Rock  volume 
= 7.42×109 m3. 

It used about 
one million tons  

TNT energyTNT energy
for breaking the 

hard rocks!
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H d li f d

Large vertical rock cliff 
formed suddenly 

during the earthquake

750

DGB 
3047 m

Elevation m

Hard limestone fractured 
suddenly

during the earthquake 

About one million tons TNT energy
was used for uplifting & breaking 

the hard rocks!

690m

750m

25-30°

7°
PLZ 

2208 m

sample

Polarizing microscope Field sample

sample

Intensive dynamic energy was used 
to crash hard rocks into such few millimeter (mm) 

particles of several million m3 at one site! 

cm

Fresh fractured angular particles of hard rocks 
(granite or dolomite or others) 

2 mm
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Max. 

Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA)
PGA (west – east) Contours

a .
horizontal 

PGA is 
0.645g 

Strong Acceleration  Stations Y.L. Zhou 2008; Xie L.L. 2008

• China Earthquake Administration obtained 1191 ground acceleration

Wulong
QingPingChengDu

The ground acceleration due to elastic seismic waves alone 
is too small 

to cause the huge mountain damages!
• China Earthquake Administration obtained 1191 ground acceleration 

records. 
• Only 10% records have their PGA > 0.10g.
• The Max. PGA is 0.977g at Wolong Station (1.09 km to Fault F2 & 22.2 

km to YingXiu).  
• The next Max. PGA is 0.84g at QingPing Station (0.74 km to Fault F2). 

g = standard 
gravity 9.81 m/s2

Evidences 3

Numerous Natural Gas 
Emissions, Eruptions & Explosions

i i Sduring Main Shock

The sky suddenly 
dark

14:33 – 14:34

14:33

dark
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Video 1

Instantaneous 
G E itti E l di d S diGas Emitting, Exploding and Sounding 

during Quaking

May 12, 2008
Qing Cheng Shan Park in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 

Video 2

I t tInstantaneous 
Ground Eruption and Gas Erupting 

during Main Shock

May 12, 2008
Local Mountain Area in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 
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0 s 2.12 s

3.64 s 4.60 s

Beginning of a hill mass 
throwing out

The hill mass was throwing 
out of the hill slope

The throwing hill 
mass was enlarging  

Completion of the throwing 
hill mass and white natural 

gas emission widely

Video 3

InstantaneousInstantaneous 
Gas Sounding, Erupting, Exploding & Lightening

during Main Shock

May 12, 2008
Local Mountain Area in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8 0Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 
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1.1 m
8.0 m

ChenJiaBa 
One Eruption Centre
Rock debris volume 

= 12 million m3

Buried 400 persons

Erupted tree trunks 
with burn at end

17 tree trunks 
erupted out 

of 
the ground.

The 14C ageThe 14C age 
of 

a tree trunk 
specimen is 
5217±25 a 

B.P.

The in-situ solid 
bedrock

ChenJiaBa Eruption Centre
March 8, 2009

Erupted re-cemented 
old angular rock debris 
blocks Similar ground opening, erupting, exploding, 

re-burying & re-closing 
occurred here 5200 years ago!

Fossils in 
re-cemented old angular 

rock debris block
Re-cemented old angular 

rock debris block
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Evidences 4

Distribution of 
Epicenters & Damaged Areas p g
along Longmen Shan Faults

during Main Shock & Aftershocks

BeiChuan

QingChuan

Main Shock 
damaged areas

On Feb 27, 2008,
KangDing had a 

M4.7 earthquake with 
72 aftershocks.

YingXiu

BeiChuan

F1

F3 Sichuan 
Basin

ChengDu

F2

Kang
Ding

Why the causing earthquake Fault F2
did not rupture at all at its southern 

part (200 km long) ?! 
?
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USGS，U. California,& Penn State U. 

The authors predicted that “The 12 May 2008 M = 
7.9 earthquake that struck the eastern Sichuan region 
caused grievous losses, yet its legacy includes 
possible large aftershocks in the near future 
because it increased failure stress on important 
faults within and around the Sichuan basin.”

《Nature》

Stress increased in South F2

Stress increased 
in Ya’an Fault

Stress reduced in 
QingChuan Fault

The fault based prediction results are totally different 
with the aftershocks!

Up to Sept. 1, 
2008, 
about 27,000 
aftershocks 
were recordedQingChuan Fault

Many aftershocks occurred along 
QingChuan Fault, including the max. 
aftershock M 6.4 on May 25 & 
aftershocks M 5.6, M 6.0 & M6.1 on 
July 24, 2008

QingChuan

BeiChuan

F3F1

were recorded.
8 aftershocks 
M  >  6.0.
39 aftershocks 
M > 5.0.

Fault

Q g

YingXiu

Kang
Ding

?
Almost no 
aftershocks 
occurred so far 
in the south F2
& YaAn fault 
zones!?

F2

Such validation 
results show 

the active fault 
earthquake 

mechanism is 
misleading!
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Evidences 5

Ground Topographical Changes 
along Longmen Shan Faultsg g
during & after Main Shock

According to the 
fault elastic 

rebounding based 
theories, 

the main shock was mainly caused by 
the active upward thrust motions of the faults F2& F3

against the rigid Sichuan Basin.  
Consequently and logically, 

the permanent ground topographical change 
should mainly be upward movement or displacement.  

However,
the field topographical measurements from May to July 2008 

by China State Bureau of Surveying & Mapping and  
China Earthquake Administration Bureau
gave almost opposite results!
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（据国家重大科学工程“中国地壳运动观测网络”项目组）

Horizontal displacement during Mainshock  by GPS 
The fault western block had 
a horizontal movement of 
20 to 70 cm toward the east to the 
southern-east.  

The fault eastern block had 
a horizontal movement of 
20 to 230 cm toward the west 
to the northern-west and 
a vertical settlement of 30 to 
70 cm.

The key issue may be 
why & how 

the eastern block had 
a permanent vertical settlement of 30 to 70 cm.

My Argument

A large amount of highly 
pressurized natural gas escaped, 

expanded & erupted upward 
from  the deep fault traps, 

which resulted in a reduction of 
upward supports to the upper 

ground. 
So, (1) the ground had instantaneous upward movements, 

as shown in the seismic waves!
B t (2) b it th d h d t i d & d d

The original upward supports were 
the pressure and volume of the natural gas 

in the deep fault traps!

But, (2) by gravity, the ground had permanent inward & downward 
displacements due to loss of the gas upward supports in deep ground!
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Evidences 6

Ground Topographical Changes 
along Longmen Shan Faultsg g

before Main Shock

Tibetan Plate

• The GPS-determined 
dip-slip rate of 1 ± 1 
mm/yr

• The estimated long-
term uplift rate of 0.7–
2.2 mm/yr.

The Current Model

• Pushing of Tibet 
Plateau was blocked up 
at Longmen Shan 
due to the rigid Sichuan 
Basin.

Indian Plate

Sichuan 
basin

0
1
2
3
4

Ve
rti

ca
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m
ov

em
en

t 
m

m
 p

er
 y

ea
r

Sichuan 
basin

Longmen
Shan 
Faults

Tibetan Plate

Active pushing block Relative stable 
blockInterlocked 

fault zoneAfter Zhang et al. 2009
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The MIT’s view 
“The earthquake of 12 May 
probably reflects long-term 
uplift, with slow convergence 
and right-slip, of the eastern 
plateau relative to the Sichuan 
Basin.

GPS-determined rates in the 
vicinity of the 12 May event 
suggest an average recurrence 
interval of ~2,000–10,000 yr.”

The average coseismic slip D
5 m 
over

MIT’s paper

over
The dip-slip rate of 

1 ± 1 mm/yr or 
0.7–2.2 mm/yr.

= 
an average recurrence interval 

of 2,000–10,000 yr.

Pressure (MPa)

Normal Gas 
Pressure

Si h

Western Sichuan Basin is deep 
& has more than 5000 m thick 
Triassic sediments with thick 
coal beds & many known 
natural gas reservoirs with 
abnormally high pressure. 

 Therefore, 
Sichuan basin cannot 
be so rigid to function

Beichuan

Qingchuan

pt
h 

(m
)

High Gas 
Pressure

Sichuan 
basin

be so rigid to function 
as a buttress to block 
up the pushing of the 

Tibetan Plate!

Chengdu

YinXiu

 Gas pressure coefficient 
contour of Upper Triassic Pressure Coefficient

D
ep

Abnormally 
High Gas 
Pressure
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Evidences 7

High Rock Stresses, 
Methane Self-Firing and Explosion,g p ,

Blow-outs in Natural Gas Wells
before Main Shock

YingXiu

LongXi Tunnel encountered large 
rock deformation and measured 
in-stresses of max. 26.4 MPa & 
25.6 MPa in horizontal. 

Large fishes in the reservoir 
could be easily angled.

ZiPingPu 
Reservoir

F2

DouJiang
YanYouYi Tunnel

Coal-bed methane self-
firing occurred in 

YouYi Tunnel during its 
construction in 2004.

• On Dec. 22, 2005, ZiPingPu tunnel had methane explosion 
and killed 44 people & injured 100. 

• From March 23 to May 12, 2008, the tunnel had abnormally 
large amount methane emission of 40 to 80 m3 per day.
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Gas exploration plan in 
middle Western Deep 
Basin of Sichuan in 
2006

On April, 20, 
1995,

CF175 Well 
had natural 

gas blow-out

BeiChuan

X851 Well was 
4870 m deep & 

produced a 
400,000 m3

natural gas per 
day with a gas 

pressure at well 

YinXiu

head 61.2 MPa. 

On Nov. 21, 
2001,

gas blow out.
ChengDuOn Dec. 12, 2007,

gas blow out in a well of 
1600 m deep.

Evidences 8

Natural Gas Emission 
& Blow-out in Natural Gas Well

after Main Shock
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QingChuan

Since Feb., 2009, natural gas 
had been emitted out of a river 
bed and landslide debris site in 

GuangZhuang, QingChuan.

Warm white gas

Since May 12, 2008, 
natural gas had been 

emitted out of a rupture 
in JianFeng, QingChuan.

BeiChuan

On May 19, 2009,  gas blow out of 
X926 2 Well of 2400 m deep

MS1 well (5795 m deep) 
was sealed in June 2006. On 
Sept. 11, 2007, its pressure 
was 20 Mpa. It increased to 

48.2 MPa in June 2008.
Gas bubbles

From May 12 to June, 2008, natural 
gas emitted out of a farm ground 

and self-burned for a fire height of 
more than 3 m in LongPan.

YingXiu
From May to June, 2008, 
natural gas emitted out of 
a river bed for 20 days in 
BaiLu. Firing height at 
night was seen for 1 m.

X926-2 Well of 2400 m deep.
The white colored gas flow high 
into the sky with great sound. For 
one day, it emitted 200,000m3 gas.

HongShiHe ZhnagJiaKou

DongHeKou

ShiBangKou

Natural Gas
emission

Huge Damages at GuanZhuang, Qingchuan 
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Evidences 9

Temperature Decrease 
at Epicenter Areasp

immediately after Main Shock

ES  ≈  ∆σ D A/2

The released energy was estimated by others with the current theories 
of the assumed elastic rebounding of the 300 km long & 20 km deep fault.

A di t USGS ti ti (M 7 9)

According to CEA estimation (M=8.0)
The seismic wave radiated energy is 15 M tons TNT, 

about 7.2% of the total energy (210 M tons TNT) 
for irreversible inelastic deformation in the ruptured fault area A. 

According to USGS estimation (M=7.9)
The seismic wave radiated energy is 3.8 M tons TNT,

about 7.0% of the total energy (47.8 M tons TNT) 
for irreversible inelastic deformation in the ruptured fault area A. 

“The Reid’s theory states that the energy is released during the rupture 
partly as heat, partly in damaging the rock, partly as elastic waves.” 
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One may ask the following questions.

How much of the total energy 
(210 or 47.8 M tons TNT) 

was released during the rupture as
heat ?! 

How much of the heat energy 
could be used to increase the air temperature at the epicentre areas?

The specific heat capacity of air at ground = 1245 Joule/(m3 °C)
Assume the volume of the air above the epicentre ground 

3 12 3

I believe that nobody can answer the two questions!
I also believe that nobody attempted to find the answers!
I even believe that nobody asked such questions before!

= 300 km long × 20 km wide × 1 km high = 6000 km3 = 6 × 1012 m3

The heat energy to increase the air temperature by 1°C
= 1245 Joule/(m3 °C) × 6 × 1012 m3 × 1°C
= 7.47 × 1015 Joule = 1.785 M tons TNT

which is only 0.85% or 3.73% of the total energy !
(=1.785/210 or 1.785/47.8) 

The issue may not be 
how little percentage of the total released energy 
is needed to increase the air temperature by 1 °C.

The issue is 
the air temperature at the epicenter areas 

was decreased 
immediately after the main shock?!
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• According to Sichuan Meteorological Bureau, 
the ground air temperature in the damaged 
counties and cities were decreased significantly 
after the main shock on May 12, 2008.

• The ground air temperature became the lowest 0n 
May 13, 2008.

• It began to increase on May 14 2008
2008
30 years

Decreased 
by

4 to 6 °C

It began to increase on May 14, 2008.
• It became normal on May 15, 2008.

QingChuan JiangYou SheFang

30 years 
mean
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The one hour air temperature change from 14:00 to 15:00 
on May 12, 2008 at the epicenter & adjacent areas

according to Sichuan Meteorological Bureau

http://www.scqx.gov.cn/qxkp/qxkj/2008090516370482.html

（Note: 
+ for heavily 

damaged towns 
and cities）

Legend

Temperature of the epicenter areas
was mainly dropped down!  

Immediately after the main shock, 
the air temperature was dropped! 

Why & How ?
There are many reasons that could cause reduction of the air temperature. 

My reason is due to the adiabatic process ofMy reason is due to the adiabatic process of 
natural gas upward movement & expansion in weak fault rocks. 

k =  Heat capacity ratio

The suddenly expanded natural gas absorbed heat, 
which cooled down the ground & air temperature at the epicenter areas!
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Video 4

Instantaneous 
White Natural Gas Emission in Mountains 

during Quaking

2:30PM, May 12, 2008
Local Mountain Area in Longmen ShanLocal Mountain Area in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 

Evidences 10

Heavy Rainfall 
at Epicenter Areasp

Several Hours after Main Shock
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1. On May 12, 2008, HanWan in MianYang was 
sunshine before the Earthquake but became 
cloud afterward and rained in the evening. It 
rained for a few days afterward.

2. On May 12, 2008, BeiChuan was sunshine
before the Earthquake but became cloud 
afterward and rained in the evening. It rained 
until May 14, 2008.

3 I th i b t 9 00 f M 12 i

The heavy rainfall 
caused additional 
difficulties to the 
rescuing work.

3. In the evening about 9:00 pm of May 12,, rain 
poured down in YingXiu until May 14, 2008.

4. In the evening of May 12, rain also poured down 
in Wenchuan Town until May 14, 2008.

5. DouJiangYan also had major rainfall from the 
evening of May 12 to May 14, 2008.

6. SheFang had a rainfall of 39.4 mm from 00:00 
on May 13 to 05:00 of May 14, 2008. 

According to Sichuan Meteorological Bureau, 
the whole epicenter areas had 

heavy rainfall 
from the evening of May 12 

to the evening of May 14, 2008.

A few hours after the Earthquake, 
it would rain heavily! 
Why & How ?

Reason 1

Due to the natural gas has about 50% of the air weight, 
the huge amount of natural gas emitted from the ground would fly into 

sky highly and expand continuously.  
It would absorb the heat and cool down the temperature in the sky.  

So, it would form the convective rain.

2

Air pressure (0.1 kPa)

A
lti

tu
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 (k
m

)

13
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Reason 2

The gas & the air in the sky would have chemical interactions as follows

CH4 (gas) + 2O2 (gas) → CO2 (gas) + 2H2O (liquid) + 809 kJ/mole

which also would produce liquid water for the rain. 

Video 5

Instantaneous 
White Natural Gas Emission & Quake Sounding 

during Quaking

2:30PM, May 12, 2008
BeiChuan Town in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 q
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Evidences 11

Earthquake Sound versus Seismic Waves 
during Main Shockg

At the earthquake epicenter areas, 
local people always firstly heard strong sounds from ground
and then after few seconds, they felt strong ground motion.

The ground sound liked “HongLong… HongLong ….” .
It came from far distance, became stronger & stronger, soon vanished.

then the ground motion became stronger and stronger.
At beginning, the ground moved and vibrated vertically 

and then it waved like a sea.
• Seismic primary wave (P-wave) velocity = 

6000 m/s
• Seismic secondary wave (S-wave) velocity = 

4000 m/s
• Surface wave velocity = 3600 m/sSurface wave velocity  3600 m/s
• Sound velocity in air at 25 °C = 346 m/s 
• The mean speed of fault rock rupture was 

estimated to be 2800 m/s (Chen et al 2008). 

14 km

The sound velocity is less than 10% 
of the velocities of the seismic waves.

Why the earthquake sound can be heard 
seconds earlier than the ground vibration ?
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A typical near-field seismograph record for 
the initial 10 seconds ground motion velocities (3 directions)

Instrument cut off limits

Second

Vibration larger & larger
Vibration 
slowly & 
gradually 
increasing 

Vibration 
quickly 

increasing 

Normally not felt by people Easily felt by people

Stage 2

Stage 1

1. High speed flow & rupturing of a 
large amount of highly pressurized 
gas flow in weak fault zones from 
its deep traps to shallow depth 
generated the earthquake sound 
heard by people earlier. 

2.   The strong interaction between 
the abnormally high pressurized 
gas and its new surrounding 
rocks at shallow depth induced 
the large ground motion felt 
people later.
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Part Four

E id d AEvidences and Arguments

Some Phenomena of Other Earthquakes

Video 6

Stage 1 Illustration
Earthquake Sounding Lightening & thenEarthquake Sounding, Lightening & then

Ground Motions 
during Quaking
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July 28, 1976 
Tangshan Earthquake M7.8

Fatalities 242769
Injured 164851

Building collapse 5.3million

Trees were burned & collapsed 
by earthquake lighteningby earthquake lightening

Opposite to the thunderstorm lightening
(its lightening is earlier than its thunders) 

the earthquake lightening in the skythe earthquake lightening in the sky
always appears 

later than 
the earthquake sound from the ground! 
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Video 7

The Stage 2 Illustration
Instantaneous 

Ground Motion, Upward Lifting, 
Gas Emiting, & then Sea-like Waving

during Quaking

Stage 2

Gas expanding & 
uplifting in shallow 
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“With power down and rain pelting 
the region, it's impossible to 
d i h b dl h

Pouring rain 
a few hours after the 

mainshock

Sept. 30, 2009 
Padang, Indonesia
Earthquake M7.6

determine yet how badly those 
districts were affected. ”
“Rescue in pouring rain
Rescue teams from the Indonesian 
army and health ministry descended 
on the city and surrounding towns to 
hunt for those still alive, in the 
twisted wreckage of collapsedtwisted wreckage of collapsed 
buildings and homes.

In pouring rain, overwhelmed police 
and soldiers were clawing through 
the wreckage of schools, hotels and 
at least one major hospital that 
buckled in the quake.”

The past earthquakes 
located similarly to the 
natural gas fields & 
basins except the ocean 
ridges.
They are at weak & 
passive fault zones of the 
crest.

Past Earthquakes on Earth

It may be argued that the 
natural gas fields in the 
ocean ridges are not 
known to us yet!
1. continental passive margins 

fronting major ocean basins (304 
giants)

2. continental rifts and overlying 
sag or ‘‘steer’s head’’ basins (271 
giants) 

Known Gas Fields on Earth

g a ts)
3. collisional margins produced by 

terminal collision between two 
continents (173 giants)

4. collisional margins produced by 
continental collision related to 
terrane accretion, arc collision, 
and/or shallow subduction (71 
giants) 

5. strike-slip margins (50 giants) 
6. subduction margins not affected 

by major arc or continental 
collisions (8 giants).
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Past Earthquakes in 
China

Major Faults in China

Known Gas & Coal Fields 
in China • The past earthquakes in China 

located in natural gas or coal fields 
and basins.
Th l l t d l f lt• They also located along faults.

• But, some major faults and gas or 
coal fields do not have 
earthquakes.

• The past earthquakes always 
located in natural gas or coal 
basins with major faults.

coal
gas

Part Five

Wh i h N l G ?What is the Natural Gas ?
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1. The Earth's crust contains huge amount of methane and methane can be re-
produced & accumulated quickly in the crust, which is consistent with the 
fact that hundreds and thousands earthquakes occur each year. 

2. Methane is colorless, odorless and lighter than air, which is consistent with 
the fact that it was not noticed by people during earthquake

The natural gas is mainly methane (CH4)

the fact that it was not noticed by people during earthquake. 
3. Methane is not toxic, which is consistent with the fact that people were not 

injuries by toxic gas at epicenter areas. 
4. Methane is highly flammable, which is consistent with the fact that colored 

lightening were observed during earthquakes.
5. Methane (5–15%) and air mixture can be explosive by itself, which is 

consistent with the fact that explosions were observed during earthquakes. 
6. Methane has much higher specific heat capacitythan air, which is 

consistent with the fact that the air temperature would decrease 
immediately after earthquakes.

7. Methane is lighter than air and can react with oxygen for water, which is 
consistent with the fact that several hours after earthquakes, heavy rainfall 
would occur at epicenter areas. 

Part Six

C l di R kConcluding Remarks
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• Based on the achievements of our human beings’ exploration 
about the Earth over the past hundred & thousand years, and  
Wenchuan Earthquake,  I have put forward a deep fault - gas 
energy based hypothesis on the nature of earthquakes.

• It well links, describes and explains all the observed 
phenomena of earthquakes togetherphenomena of earthquakes together.

• The earthquake energy is the physical & chemical energy of 
highly compressed natural (methane) gas produced & trapped 
in deep fault zones.

• The necessary condition (female) is the presence of faults and 
deposition basins which offer the storage spaces and flow paths 
for the gas.g

• The sufficient condition (male) is the continuous 
development & accumulation of natural gas with high pressure 
in deep fault traps. 

• The related ground conditions are coal beds, gas fields, ocean 
deposits, high stress, faults, rifts, basins & weak crest zones.
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Video 8

Instantaneous 
Reservoir Water Tsunami, White Natural Gas 

Emission & Quake Sounding 
during Quaking

2:30PM, May 12, 2008
ZiPingPu Reservoir in Longmen Shang g

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 

Video 9

Instantaneous 
Black Natural Gas Emission & Quake Sounding 

during Quaking

2:30PM, May 12, 2008
XueCheng Town, LiXian Country in Longmen Shan

Wenchuan Earthquake M 8.0 q
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Video 10

April 18, 1906 
San Francisco, California - M 7.8 ,

Current Theory of 
Fault Fracturing & Elastic Rebounding 

Causing Earthquake

March 28, 1964March 28, 1964 
Prince William Sound, Alaska - M 9.2 


